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HO HO HOPE YOU HAVE A GOOD CHRISTMAS!

(Article by Grace Treseder)

The school is
becoming
Eco friendly!
Through the school, in many ways, the
school is trying to become eco-friendly.
Each form has two eco reps, to collect
ideas from there form to help the school. The head teacher, Mr. Jones, also made
a decision to stop all plastic cutlery, plastic straws, and take away foam trays
from the canteen. This means that you can not take away from the canteen,
unless you bring your own container. This is a really brilliant thing that we as a
school are doing, as we are not only dropping less litter and making the school
look untidy, we are helping the environment and animals. This not only affects
the environment and animals in Swansea, but all over the world.
If we can do all of this, the school can achieve the green flag award. The green
flag award is to ensure that:

everybody has access to quality green and other open spaces,
irrespective of where they live

ensure that these spaces are appropriately managed and meet the
needs of the communities that they serve

establish standards of good management, promote and share good
practice amongst the green space sector

recognise and reward the hard work of managers, staff and volunteers.
The reason of this article was to make you understand how important it is to
become sustainable. You can help save the world.

What is the Mr. X appeal
project?
The Mr. X appeal project is a charity that has been in the
Swansea, Neath and Port Talbot area for 59 years and helps
provide Christmas presents to children who can’t afford them.

How does the school help fund this project?
The school has done this in many ways over the years however
for the last 25 years the school has asked each form in the
school to put forward the name of a child and how the form
raises money is up to them.

What do the forms usually do to raise money?
Sponsored silences and sometimes they do a collection which is
when they bring in a certain amount of money. Bake sales are
also quite popular but if your form is going to do that then they
need to inform the canteen staff. However, you can do it any
way you want if it suits your form because we’ve had things like
guess the name of the teddy. Any way you can think of you can
do it. The only thing we do say is if you’re doing a sponsored
event, we ask you not to ask your neighbours unless you know
them very well.

(Article by Ruby Zaire,
Picture by Benjamin Rashbrook)

..

Question:
How can I manage school
when I have had a rough
morning? (Jacob)
Answer:
If you have had a bad morning you should try getting
someone to do a funny joke to get your mood up like
in the Christmas joke’s section what can help out
with your morning issues.
Another way of getting you to have a better morning
is having a solid breakfast what can also get your
energy level’s up and will also cause you to have a
better mood cycle through the day.
Sometimes the little things help, e.g. Just by seeing
your friends can help you get a better mood.
(Answered by Zuzanna Ciezka)

(Meme by Benjamin Rashbrook)

Story and Poems - by published author - our very own Maria Abid (Year 7)
Snowflakes Dancing
Stunning, sparkly snowflakes are twirling

Shortest story Ever (with build-up, climax and
plot)

gorgeously to the glamorized ground,

There were two men in a train and when it

Fluttering like a blazing butterfly; without

had stopped one of the men asked the other

making any sound,

man (man1) “Have you ever seen a ghost?”

Uniquely mystical crystals in the magnificent

The other man (man2) replied “No.”

moon shine,

The first man (man1) vanished.

I will never forget the delightful day when the
snow came.

Retold by: Maria Abid

Retold by: Maria Abid

SHOULD SCHOOL UNIFORM BE BANNED?

Gowerton school is fairly divided in terms of
uniform, at times boy aren’t even allowed a
simple piece of clothing like shorts and girls
aren’t even allowed to wear to them at all. It’s
sexism at its purest.
People say school uniform prevents
bullying but really wearing school uniform makes no
difference, people should be able to pick what they want to
wear, to purely express themselves. In a way you must ask
yourself what’s more important developing and understanding
what your specific tastes are or making everyone dress as if they
are clones. Wearing uniform will only develop our dislike of
displaying our personal tastes and take away our confidence.
The second reason I argue that school uniform is wrong is
because it hypocritical. Within Gowerton school we have a list
of rules to do with school uniform, for instance the school
chooses to sell hoodies (with the school logo on) which you can
wear at break and lunch times, but as you enter the class room
you must remove them. This rule is ridiculous because it’s
shows double standards at its finest, what I mean by this is
teachers are totally free to wear any item they please, but as
soon as a pupils are to wear this they are told to remove it or
else suffer a punishment such as detention. Teachers have told
me and multiple other pupils to lead by example, but how
could we possibly lead by example when they show no example
for us, it's as if they’re crushing the chain reaction!
The final reason I say school uniform is a ridiculous rule is
because its just a pointless form of control. The original point
of a school was to provide students with an education, to teach
and inspire them for the world of work, but somehow schools
have developed, now caring more about the students outer
appearance than educating them. Endless hours or precious
minutes of a students life are wasted sitting in a classroom for
some form of detention, because they were wearing the wrong
piece of school uniform or because maybe they refused to take
their hoodie off. Not only is the school wasting the students
time but they are also using the detention time in the wrong
way. Keeping a child in an enclosed classroom worried that they
wore the wrong piece of clothing isn’t going to change their
opinion on it. A simple inanimate object such as a piece of
uniform shouldn't be a reason for an adult to keep a child
locked away.
To finish of this debate, I stick to my point that uniform is
just a waste of time, I feel schools are no longer used for their
original purpose anymore. The real question is, are our
teacher's priorities in the right place?
No sources used
Article written By Evie Davies.

Within Gowerton school we have a
compulsory rule stating that all pupils should
be wearing school uniform while on the
premises. Although many pupils feel that
school uniform shouldn’t exist, teachers preach
otherwise. In this debate I'm going to be giving
reasons why school uniform should not be banned.
Leaving pupils with limited options when choosing uniform
can be a struggle for some, but I feel that it encourages pupils to be
more creative. If u have little to pick from, then it leaves pupils with
two options, pupils could just wear the uniform (as it should be
worn), or they could find ways to add and customize the uniform,
purely using their initiative. As kids are constantly told to be as
independent as possible, uniform is one way of discreetly teaching
this skill.
The next point is to do with bullying or teasing that could
happen because school uniform is not worn. There will always be
price differences in terms of clothing but keeping a simple uniform
for all pupils is a great leveler. It’s a known fact that some families
have less money that others and it’s also known that it can be hard
for pupils to feel that they fit in when they may not be able to
afford the ‘latest piece of clothing’. So, enforcing a rule that makes
all pupils look the same can help reduce the problem
The final reason I feel school uniform should not be banned is
because of the lack of effort required on the student's part.
Without uniform, some pupils may have an added fifteen minutes
on to their morning routine because of the time taken out to pick
an outfit! Uniform is an easy way of telling apart what you use for
school and what you use at your home.
To conclude this debate, I would like to give my final thoughts
and opinions. I feel that there is no real answer to the question,
because there are fair arguments from both side of the spectrum.
Sources used- www.answers.com/Q/
Why_should_school_uniform_be_worn

Article written By Evie Davies.

Why do we learn languages? —By Grace Treseder

(Article by Grace Treseder)

In school, there are many different subjects for you to enjoy. Some you may like, and some you may dislike. But that’s
fine. Some subjects just aren't for everyone!
This article is going to be about some of the different subjects in school. If we did them all this article would be way to
long! To start us off, we can talk about languages. In year 7, 8, and 9, you only do French and Welsh, and in year 10, you
can choose to do Spanish. Many pupils wonder why we learn welsh. Well … we live in Wales, and that is why we learn it
in school. Some people dis like Welsh, but we do have to do it. Its like every subject. You may not like it, but you have to
do it! Welsh is a well known language in Wales , and it isn't only spoken in Wales. They speak it in Patagonia to. Visit
https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofWales/The-History-of-Patagonia/ to find out more about how they
started speaking Welsh.
Moving on from Welsh, we can talk about French. French is originated from France, but people do speak it in different
parts of the world, just like any other language. We also learn French in school. We do it over speech, DCF, booklet work,
and RACAWAC (read and check and write and check) at the back of our books. We can also do Spanish as one of our
options in year 10, which is exciting
In English, we do many things. as we all can already speak English, there is more chance to do creative activities. This
includes reading, writing, poetry, and stuff like that. Even sometimes, you might watch the film of the book your
reading, if there is one.
I think it is really important to learn different languages for a number of reasons. It can help when going on holiday, it
keeps your brain active in learning, and it has been proven that people who study languages normally learn well in other
subjects and its fun!
So there you have it. A few subjects that you get to experience at your time at Gowerton comp.

(Written by Rebekah Owen-Gambell)
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